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Britain's Canals is a charming and insightful exploration into the amazing architecture and

engineering wonders that surround Britain's inland waterways – from the awe-inspiring 30-lock

flight on the Worcester and Birmingham Canal, to the delightful chocolate-box lock-keepers'

cottages that line the cut of every canal, to masterpieces such as the 18-arch Pontcysyllte
aqueduct, the highest aqueduct in the world, to beautiful bridges, grand company buildings, the
social hubs that were, and still are, canal-side pubs, plus so much more.In contrast to many

inland waterways books which are organised geographically by canal, Britain's Canals is
structured thematically, with chapters covering the line (the shape of the canal), locks and lock
cottages, bridges, aqueducts, lifts and planes, company buildings, wharves, basins and quays

and finally the canal-side pub. Each chapter explores how these features were created and have

changed through history, right through to the present, with plenty of ideas for places to visit –
plus full information on how to get to them. An abundance of full-colour photography throughout,

both historical and modern-day, will delight readers and inspire them to explore Britain's

wondrous inland waterways, whether on boat, by foot or by bike.In Britain's Canals, two inland
waterways experts and admired authors come together to produce the definitive word on the
man-made wonders that make Britain's canals so special, so loved and enjoyed by so many.

The Canals of Britain: The Comprehensive Guide, Water Ways: A thousand miles along Britain's
canals, Around Britain by Canal: 1,000 Miles of Waterways, Narrowboating for Beginners: What
anyone needs to know when considering a narrowboat vacation in the UK, The Narrowboat

Guide: A complete guide to choosing, designing and maintaining a narrowboat, The Canal
Builders: The Men Who Constructed Britain's Canals, Four Counties and the Welsh Canals: For

everyone with an interest in Britain’s canals and rivers (Collins Nicholson Waterways Guides),

Grand Union, Oxford and the South East: For everyone with an interest in Britain’s canals and
rivers (Collins Nicholson Waterways Guides): Waterways Guide 1, Narrow Boat, Narrowboating
for Novices: Everything you need to know for a successful holiday on the UK canal network

Ebook Tops Reader, “CANALs are the HALLMARK of EVERY GREAT CIVILISATION. .. every
civilisations since the pharohs tamed and managed the waters of their lands.. their heritage their
beautiful landscapes should not be neglected.. your book introduces the topic in an enjoyable
and entertaining way..”

Kirsten Jones, “Fabulous book. This book is perfect for canal enthusiasts. The text is easy to

read and very informative. The photography is a perfect accompaniment and transports the

reader to not only idyllic summer afternoon walks but to the sharp contrast of the industrial age. I

loved finding out more about how the whole canal system was made and how the locks, bridges

and buildings we take for granted today were architectural and engineering wonders of their
time.”

Grahamjarvis, “Britain’s canals. Great read and interesting facts”
Lynda Bennett, “Interest and history. this is a fascinating book and is a book for our narrowboat.”
The book by Anthony Burton has a rating of 5 out of 4.7. 35 people have provided feedback.
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